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Previous studies have established that deactivation of the superior
colliculus severely retards the normally rapid learning of pattern
discriminations in the mature cat. The purpose of this study was to
test the hypothesis that the midbrain plays an important role in the
learning of simple pattern discriminations and that the contribu-
tion of this pathway is to the perception of global, rather than
local, features of a figure. To answer this question, pattern dis-
crimination learning was studied in three intact cats and in three
experimental cats during bilateral reversible deactivation of the
superficial layers of the superior colliculus (SC). The animals con-
currently learned to discriminate three pairs of compound visual
patterns composed of small (local element) Ts or 7s. Congruent and
incongruent stimulus pairs were large (global) Ts vs. 7s comprising
the same or different local elements, respectively. The random
stimulus pair consisted of randomly scattered local elements (Ts vs.
7s). The animals were trained to respond to the large Ts in the
congruent and incongruent pairs and the small Ts in the random
pair. In the normal cats, learning of the random pair was much
slower than the learning of the congruent and incongruent pairs.
This finding demonstrated the theory of global precedence, be-
cause the animals learned the global features of the congruent and
incongruent pairs much more quickly than the local features of the
random pair. In contrast, during bilateral deactivation of the
superficial layers of the SC, the learning of the incongruent pair
was significantly retarded and took longer to learn than the
random pair. Congruent and random pair learning rates were
unchanged. The specific deficit in learning the incongruent pair
indicates that the learning of global, but not local, elements of the
visual pattern is impaired during deactivation of the SC. The
unimpaired use of local features permitted the animals to learn the
congruent and random pairs at normal rates. Therefore, deactiva-
tion of the superficial layers of the SC during pattern discrimination
learning reverses the precedence for global visual features that is
typical of normal learning.
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In the study of visual perception, the theory of global prece-
dence states that global features of a figure are processed

before its local features (1, 2). It has been suggested that this
precedence is not one of prior processing, but of attention to one
feature or another (3). More recent studies have proposed that
local and global feature detection may be separate processes,
mediated by different visual pathways, and thereby be disso-
ciable (4). The two principal pathways, or information streams,
for visual signals are the geniculate pathway, mediated by the
lateral geniculate nucleus, and the midbrain pathway, mediated
by the superior colliculus (SC). Early proposals concerning the
functions of these two pathways suggested that the geniculate
pathway subserves visual discrimination, whereas the midbrain

pathway is responsible for visual localization (5). This hypothesis
was later modified when it was discovered that deactivations of
the cat SC also result in pattern discrimination learning deficits
(6–8). The revised hypothesis suggests that the midbrain path-
way provides the first stage of simple, coarse pattern perception (9).

The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that the
midbrain plays an important role in the learning of simple
pattern discriminations and that the contribution of this pathway
is to the perception of global, rather than local, features of a
figure. To accomplish this test, we examined the ability of mature
cats to learn three pattern discriminations concurrently (Fig. 1)
while the superficial layers of the SC were deactivated by cooling.
We used small Ts and 7s, the local elements, to assemble global
Ts and 7s. The global Ts and 7s were either made of the same
or different local elements to create congruent or incongruent
discrimination pairs, respectively. The cats learned to classify the
patterns as follows. For the congruent pair, the animal was
rewarded for responding to the T, large or small. For the
incongruent pair, the animal was rewarded for responding to the
large T. Responses to the small Ts, which formed the large 7,
were incorrect, and were used to detect the potential failure to
perceive the global figure while sparing perception of the local
element. The third pair consisted of randomly scattered small Ts
in one figure and small 7s in the other, which lacked any global
form. The animals were rewarded for responding to the small Ts.
This discrimination was used to test the animal’s ability to
respond to the small Ts, when they could not discern a global
pattern.

Examination of the learning rates of these three stimulus pairs
permits three different perceptual consequences to be deter-
mined. (i) If deactivation of the SC disrupts the perception of the
global, but not the local features, the animals should respond to
the small-7 elements that form the large T of the incongruent
pair and make more errors in learning this discrimination (Fig.
2). (ii) On the other hand, if deactivation of the SC disrupts
perception of local, but not global features, then learning of the
randomly distributed Ts and 7s should be deleteriously affected,
whereas learning rates for the congruent and incongruent
discrimination pairs would not change (Fig. 2). (iii) Finally, if
deactivation of the SC affects the perception of all figures,
regardless of size (local and global), learning of all discrimination
pairs would be affected (Fig. 2).

Methods
Subjects. Six adult domestic cats were tested in this study. The
animals were obtained from a U.S. Department of Agriculture-
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licensed commercial laboratory animal breeding facility (Liberty
Laboratories, Waverly, NY). Three of the cats served as intact
controls, and the other three cats had bilateral cooling loops
placed over the dorsal surface of the superior colliculi. The cats
were housed in an enriched-environment colony room with free
access to water. Caloric intake was regulated to the testing
sessions and to 1 h at the end of each day, when the animals had
dry cat food ad libitum. All treatments met or exceeded the
guidelines published in the National Research Council’s Guide
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (1986) and were
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
of the University of Texas at Dallas.

Experimental Apparatus. A two-choice Pennsylvania General
Testing Apparatus was used, which consisted of a gray start box
(25 � 45 cm) that opened into a gray decision area that was 25
cm deep. The start box was separated from the decision area by
two doors; one was gray and opaque, and one was transparent
Plexiglas. The decision area led to two white goal compartments
(30 � 40 cm) that were separated by a white opaque wall.
Discriminanda were displayed on 17-cm-diagonal black-and-
white video monitors. For more details and an illustration, see

figure 2 of Lomber et al. (10). Before the initiation of these
experiments all six cats were conditioned to perform discrimi-
nations in the Pennsylvania General Testing Apparatus as
described in Cornwell et al. (11, 12), had learned and recalled
more than 100 pattern or object discriminations, and performed
within the normal range.

Cryoloop Implantation. During the 24 h before cryoloop implan-
tation, the cats were fasted and received dexamethasone (1.0
mg/kg, i.m.). Eighteen hours before surgery, each cat was
sedated with ketamine (20 mg/kg, i.m.), and an indwelling feline
catheter was placed in the cephalic vein. On the day of surgery,
all animals received additional dexamethasone and atropine
(0.03 mg/kg, s.c.). Sodium pentobarbital (�25 mg/kg to effect)
was infused (i.v.) to induce general anesthesia. The cat was then
installed in a stereotaxic apparatus and prepared for surgery by
using antiseptic procedures. Heart and respiration rates and
body temperature were monitored continuously.

Cooling loops fashioned from 23-gauge stainless steel hypo-
dermic tubing (13) were shaped to conform to the dorsal surface
of the SC. The SC cryoloops were circular with an inside-loop
diameter of 2.5 mm. Attached to the union of each loop was a
microthermocouple. Collicular cryoloops were implanted with
standard procedures (13–15). The insulated shafts of the cry-
oloops were in contact intracranially with the bony tentorium
and exited the cranial vault posteriorly. The cryoloops were fixed
to the skull with bone screws and dental acrylic.

After cryoloop implantation, the dura mater was replaced and
bone defects were repaired with bone and Gelfoam (Pharmacia,
Peapack, NJ). Dermal incisions were repaired with silk sutures
that were removed approximately 10 days later. During the
initial period after awaking, the cats were also given buprenor-
phine analgesic (0.01 mg/kg, s.c.). Ambi-pen systemic antibiotic
(300,000 units, i.m.; The Butler Company, Columbus, OH) was
administered every 2 or 3 days for 1 week. In all cases, postsur-
gical recovery was uneventful.

Stimuli. The stimuli were displayed on black-and-white video
monitors and are shown in Fig. 1. The stimuli were black on a
white background. Each of the small (local) letters was com-
posed of a horizontal bar at the top with a vertical bar centered

Fig. 1. The three discriminations that were concurrently learned. (A) Con-
gruent pair in which both the local and global cues matched. (B) Incongruent
pair in which the local and global cues did not match. (C) Random stimulus that
consists of only the local cues with no global pattern. Note that these random
discriminanda are only an example as the distribution of the local elements
changed on each trial. For each stimulus pair, responses to the stimuli in the
left column were rewarded. Stimuli were never paired with stimuli of another
class. This task was developed originally by Horel (4).

Fig. 2. Chart to summarize how specific deficits on the three discrimination
pairs (congruent, incongruent, and random) are interpreted in terms of global
and local feature processing.
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on the horizontal line (T) or displaced to the right (7). The bars
were 0.2° wide when viewed from the decision line of the
Pennsylvania General Testing Apparatus. The height of the
vertical bars was 1.2°, and the width of the horizontal bar was
1.0°. The global figures (Fig. 1 A and B) were composed of small
Ts and 7s as shown in Fig. 1. The thickness of the horizontal bars
was 2.2° and that of the vertical bars was 3.0°. The width of the
global horizontal bars was 9.5°, and the height of the vertical bars
was 11.5°. The random figures (Fig. 1C) were created with the
same local figures (Ts and 7s), but they were scattered randomly
across a rectangular box that could enclose the global figures.
The same number of local elements was used in both the global
(Fig. 1 A and B) and random discrimination (Fig. 1C) pairs.

Behavioral Task. The three control animals were trained concur-
rently to discriminate the three stimulus pairs (Fig. 1), which
appeared in random order. The congruent pair consisted of a
global T formed by small Ts and a global 7 formed by small 7s.
The animals were rewarded for responding to the T, whether it
was local or global. The incongruent pair consisted of a global
T formed by small 7s and a global 7 formed by small Ts. The
animals were rewarded for responding to the global T, but not
for responding to the small Ts forming the global 7. In the
random pair, the animals were rewarded for responding to the
small Ts, but not the small 7s. In summary, if the animals could
identify a global figure, they were rewarded for responding to a
global T, regardless of the elements that made up the figure. If
they could not identify a global figure, they were rewarded for
responding to a small T.

The animals learned all three discriminations concurrently
with each of three pairs appearing in random order, one pair at
a time. The cats were rewarded with soft commercial cat food
that was placed behind a raised lip above the video monitor that
presented the rewarded stimulus. The animals were not allowed
to correct an error and incorrect responses went unrewarded.
During daily learning of the three discrimination pairs, the
animals performed four blocks of 30 trials (120 trials per day).
Each block consisted of a balanced, irregular sequence whereby
each pair appeared 10 times and alternated between the left and
right sides of the apparatus according to a Gellerman series (16).
The animals were tested daily, 7 days a week. Concurrent
learning of all three discrimination pairs continued until a
criterion of 90% correct or better, on 2 consecutive days, was
reached for each of the three pairs.

For the three experimental animals, the same training para-
digm as described above was used, with one exception. Ten
minutes before the initiation of each daily training session, the
bilateral SC cryoloops were deactivated to a loop temperature of
10°C. Previous studies (17) have identified that cooling an SC
cryoloop to 10°C deactivates the superficial layers of the SC
[layers stratum zonale, stratum griseum superficiale, and stratum
opticum of Kanaseki and Sprague (18)]. All discriminations were
performed during bilateral deactivation of the superficial layers
of the SC. After completion of daily training, the deactivation
was terminated and the animal was returned to the colony.

Terminal Procedures. At the conclusion of all behavioral work,
each experimental animal received a systemic i.v. injection of
[2-14C]deoxyglucose (2DG; 100 �Ci/kg, i.v.) while both collicular
cryoloops were cooled to 10°C. During administration of the
2DG, the animal was alert and viewed the regular activity of the
laboratory while being maintained in a veterinary cat sack.
Thirty minutes later, the cats were anesthetized with an overdose
of sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg, i.v.) and perfused with
fixatives in accord with the recommendations of the American
Veterinary Medical Association Panel on Euthanasia (19). The
fixed brain was exposed, photographed, frozen at �30°C, stored
at �80°C, and cut into 23- to 26-�m sections in the coronal plane

in a cryostat. Dried sections were apposed to x-ray film and
processed by using routine procedures (20). The extent of the
deactivated area was then determined by delineating the region
of decreased 2DG uptake. Adjacent coronal sections were
stained for Nissl substance or cytochrome oxidase to verify both
the location of the cryoloop and absence of surgical or cooling-
induced damage.

Results
Deactivation Extent. Exposure and dissection of the fixed brain
revealed that the cryoloops were in correct position and in
contact with the dorsal surface of the SC. On histological
examination, the contact points were marked by small depres-
sions that indicated the locus of contact with the collicular
surface. The same sections revealed that neither the surgical
procedures to implant the cooling loops nor the cooling itself
disturbed collicular structure.

In agreement with previous studies (17), examination of the
autoradiograms from all three experimental cats confirmed low
2DG-uptake levels, and by extension low neural activity, in the
stratum zonale, stratum griseum superficiale, and a major por-
tion of stratum opticum. Little or no impact on 2DG uptake
occurred in stratum griseum intermediale or profundum. Finally,
the functional impact of the cooling was confined to the SC, with
no evidence of any cooling spread to the inferior colliculus or
cingulate cortex.

Controls. For the three control animals, the learning rates for
each of the three concurrently learned discriminations are
provided in Fig. 3. Overall, the learning curves for each of the
three pairs are quite similar among the three animals. For the
most part, performance levels for learning the congruent (C)
and incongruent (I) pairs commingle until criterion was ulti-
mately reached for the congruent pair just prior to the incon-
gruent pair. For cats CN1 and CN2, criterion on the congruent
pair was reached in seven testing sessions, and criterion was
reached on the incongruent pair in 9 and 10 sessions, respec-
tively. Cat CN3 took slightly longer, requiring 11 and 12 sessions
to reach criterion on the congruent and incongruent pairs,
respectively. However, every cat required nearly double the
number of sessions to reach criterion on the random pair (R)
compared with the congruent or incongruent pairs. Each cat
needed 19 or 20 sessions to reach criterion. Therefore, it took the
cats only half as long to learn the two discriminations that
consisted of global patterns made up of local elements compared
with the pairs consisting of randomly scattered local elements,
thus demonstrating global precedence in the learning of visual
forms in cats.

Superior Colliculus Deactivation. The learning curves for the three
animals that concurrently learned the three discriminations
while the SC was bilaterally deactivated with cooling are shown
in Fig. 4. The most striking difference compared with the control
animals was the greatly retarded learning of the incongruent
pair. Learning of the incongruent pair took from 25 to 28
sessions during SC deactivation, compared with 9–12 sessions for
the control cats. However, learning curves for the congruent and
random pairs during SC deactivation (Fig. 4) were very similar
to those of the control animals (Fig. 3). Statistically, these
differences can be easily identified when errors to criterion are
examined (Fig. 5). For the congruent pairs, no difference
occurred in performance for the control and SC deactivation
cats, with mean errors to criterion of 71.3 � 7.9 and 74.7 � 12.7
(x� � SE), respectively. Similarly, the errors to criterion for the
random pairs of the control (191.0 � 18.2) and SC deactivation
(171.0 � 13.1) cats did not differ. However, the number of errors
made by the cats during SC deactivation on the incongruent pair
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was increased by nearly 200% (280.3 � 13.6), compared with the
control cats (97.3 � 9.8). This result was significant (P � 0.001).

The specific deficit in learning the incongruent pair indicates
that the learning of global, but not local, elements of the visual
pattern is impaired during deactivation of the SC. The unim-
paired use of local features permitted the animals to learn the
congruent and random pairs at normal rates. Therefore, deac-
tivation of the superficial layers of the SC during pattern
discrimination learning reverses the precedence for global visual
features that was identified in the control cats.

Discussion
Global Precedence. The theory of global precedence states that
when visual patterns present information on both a local and
global spatial scale, subjects respond more quickly to the global
cues than the local cues. As seen in the control cats, this study
supports global precedence theory. Specifically, learning the
global features of the congruent and incongruent discrimina-
tion pairs was much more rapid than the learning of the local
features of the random discrimination pair. In accord with
earlier studies on the cat (21), these results parallel those in

Fig. 3. Learning rates for each of the three discrimination pairs in each of the three control (CN) animals. Each data point shows the percent correct on that
particular discrimination during each testing session (day). Performance on the congruent discrimination is indicated by the letter ‘‘C’’ and dashed lines. The letter
‘‘I’’ and solid lines indicate performance on the incongruent discrimination, and the letter ‘‘R’’ and dotted lines indicate performance on the random
discrimination. For the sake of clarity, data from a specific discrimination pair are not shown after criterion (two consecutive days of �90% correct) was reached
for that pair.
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humans (1, 2, 22, 23) and monkeys (4, 24) and are in agreement
with the theory that global pattern cues dominate local cues.
In contrast, during bilateral deactivation of the superficial
layers of the SC, the learning of the incongruent pair was
significantly slowed relative to the learning rates of control
cats. The specific deficit in learning the incongruent pair
indicates that the learning of global, but not local, elements of
the visual pattern is impaired during deactivation of the SC.
This result is buttressed by the fact that all three experimental
cats started well below chance on the incongruent pair (Fig. 4),
indicating that the new dominance of the local cues interfered
with the global cues. Furthermore, the control cats demon-
strated much less interference from the local cues on the

incongruent pair (Fig. 3), thus supporting the conclusion that
cats respond preferentially to the global cues. Deactivation of
the superficial layers of the SC during pattern discrimination
learning therefore reverses the precedence for global visual
features that is typical of normal learning.

Attention or Perception? Although the global precedence deficit
during SC deactivation is quite robust, several possible inter-
pretations exist. One interpretation is that the deficit could be
based on altered attention to the stimuli. Investigators of local
and global visual perception have been at loggerheads as to
whether global precedence is an attentional or perceptual effect
(see refs. 1, 2, and 23 as examples). Our own work has identified

Fig. 4. Learning rates for each of the three discrimination pairs (congruent, incongruent, and random) for each of the three experimental animals (SC) during
bilateral deactivation of the superior colliculi. For conventions, see Fig. 3.
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that, in the cat, an impairment exists in visual attention to the
most peripheral positions during the bilateral deactivation of the
SC, as assessed with visual-orienting responses to moving stimuli
(15, 17). However, attention to positions within the central 120°
of the visual field is not impaired and responses are quantita-
tively and qualitatively no different from normal. Considering
that the testing apparatus is a relatively confined space, it is
doubtful that the animal uses regions outside its central 120° to
make the discriminations. We expect that this lack of attention
to visual stimuli in the periphery during bilateral SC deactivation
does not produce the global-processing impairment. Therefore,

the reversal of global precedence during bilateral SC deactiva-
tion is unlikely to be an attentional deficit.

The second interpretation of the reversal of global precedence
during bilateral cooling of the SC is perceptual. This view is
supported by the types of visual signals that are transmitted
through the midbrain, en route to the extrageniculate thalamus
and extrastriate cortex. Alpha and gamma-type retinal ganglion
cells provide the dominant, if not the only, retinal input to the
superficial layers of the SC (25–29). Neither of these types of
ganglion cells is responsible for high-acuity vision, which would
seem to be essential for the discrimination of local visual features
(30). Higher-acuity vision is associated with beta ganglion cells
(31, 32), which project exclusively to the lateral geniculate
nucleus (27, 28). Therefore, the anatomical and physiological
characteristics of the midbrain pathway support the finding that
global, but not local, feature processing is disrupted by bilateral
deactivation of the SC.

Another interpretation of this deficit, which also concerns
perceptual processing, views the early stages of visual processing
as comprising a set of filtering operations, whereby the image
passes through a set of channels or filters that are sensitive to
different spatial frequency bands (33–35). The results presented
here suggest that the global features would be detectable by
low-frequency channels while the local features would be de-
tectable by only medium- or high-frequency channels. Although
the anatomical locations of these channels is rarely addressed, it
is generally assumed that the full spectrum of channels are
present in the visual cortex, rather than being spread out over a
number of separate pathways or anatomical regions. The fact
that deactivation of the superior colliculus seems to only affect
low spatial frequency channels would explain the deficits in
global processing and suggests that at least some of these
channels are located within the superior colliculus.
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